Abstract-Timing acquisition for ultrawideband (UWB) communication systems operating in dense multipath environments faces major challenges due to the stringent requirements to resolve and capture ultrashort transmitted pulses. This paper develops low-complexity maximum-likelihood (LC-ML) acquisition methods that offer explicit design options to trade off acquisition accuracy and complexity. The proposed schemes are based on a tapped delay line (TDL) model whose tap spacing is set in accordance with a low frame-level rate. By avoiding subpulse rate sampling, the LC-ML methods achieve low complexity and fast acquisition speed and at the same time retain good estimation accuracy due to the underlying ML principle. Both the data-aided (DA) and nondataaided (NDA) versions are derived. It is also demonstrated by simulations that the proposed synchronizers are markedly robust with respect to the effects of both multipath channel and multiple access interference.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE REVIVAL in the early 1990s of the ultrawideband (UWB) concept for short-range multiple access marks the beginning of active research addressing the performance analysis, design, and application of the UWB technology in commercial wireless communications and local area networking [1] - [4] . The basic idea of UWB signaling is to transmit a stream of very low power density and ultrashort pulses (on the order of nanoseconds), achieving attractive features such as ample multipath diversity, low-cost baseband transceivers, potentially large user capacity, and the ability to coexist with narrowband radio systems operating in frequency overlay such as IEEE802.11 and Bluetooth.
One of the most critical issues in UWB system design regards efficient timing acquisition and channel estimation schemes, which have to be robust against both multiple access interference (MAI) and multipath fading, very accurate to prevent dramatic performance losses, and last but not least Manuscript received March 9, 2004 ; revised December 7, 2004 ; accepted December 7, 2004 . The editor coordinating the review of this paper and approving it for publication is J. Cavers. The work of Z. Tian sufficiently simple and fast to be consistent with the UWB philosophy. All of the above issues are clearly exacerbated due to the fact that the received UWB signal encompasses extremely narrow and low-amplitude pulses. Recent work has focused on obtaining low-complexity algorithms performing rapid coarse acquisition of multipath clusters [5] , [6] , utilizing coded beacon sequences in conjunction with a correlator bank [7] , resorting to frequency domain subspace-based estimation [8] , exploiting cross-correlation samples of neighboring noisy received waveforms along with a special pilot symbol pattern [9] , and capitalizing on the cyclostationarity (CS) naturally inherent in UWB signaling [10] , [11] . The CS approach relies on frame-rate sampling to reduce considerably both complexity and acquisition time, but is developed, however, following an ad hoc criterion rather than an optimal one. In addition to the above work, channel estimation (concerning attenuations and delays along the propagation paths) for UWB operating in a multipath environment and in the presence of MAI has been investigated in [12] following an ML approach. The proposed estimation procedure needs a subpulse sampling rate and shows small bit-error rate (BER) degradation when the number of active asynchronous users is limited. It is primarily devoted to channel tracking and appears computationally inefficient if applied to initial timing acquisition. The purpose of this paper is to derive timing acquisition schemes for UWB signals in dense multipath environments based on an ML criterion in both data-aided (DA) and nondataaided (NDA) modes. The key idea relies on the following simple remark: while fine-scale sampling is required for MLbased joint channel estimation and synchronization [12] , the task of initial coarse timing acquisition may be accomplished at (low) frame rate thanks to the pulse repetition pattern intrinsic to UWB transmissions [11] . Therefore, unlike the approaches the authors proposed in [10] - [12] , here we adopt a simple model for reconstructing the received signal at the output of the UWB multipath propagation channel with the aim of avoiding subpulse sampling. This strategy results in low complexity and short acquisition time, while coupling with the ML approach helps to enhance the estimation accuracy. The evaluation of the proposed estimation schemes is carried out by simulations focusing on the mean square estimation error (MSEE) and the system BER performance.
In the next section, we describe the transmission system model, while in Sections III and IV the ML-based timing estimator is derived in its DA and NDA version, respectively. Performance evaluation of the proposed schemes is illustrated by the simulation results reported in Section V, and the paper is concluded by some final remarks in Section VI.
II. SIGNAL FORMAT AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
In a UWB impulse radio, every symbol is associated with a "block" made of N f repeated pulses (one pulse per frame) in the form of g s (t) =
is the ultrashort monocycle of duration T g (on the order of nanoseconds), T f is the frame duration that may be a hundred to a thousand times the duration of T g , T c = T f /N c is the chip duration to denote N c chips per frame, and the sequence {c j } represents the user's pseudorandom time-hopping (TH) code
The UWB signal transmitted by the desired user is described by [1] , [2] 
where a i ∈ {0, 1} and b i ∈ {±1} represent the data symbols that are modeled as binary independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables, and ∆ represents the time shift imposed on all the monocycles of a given block by a unit data symbol. Equation (1) 
The signal at the output of the receiver antenna can thus be written as
where x(t) stands for the useful signal component and w(t) accounts for both thermal noise and MAI. The latter is approximated as a wide sense stationary white Gaussian process with power spectral density (N 0 /2). In the sequel, we will mainly focus on the estimation of the timing offset τ 0 , which we can express as τ 0 = NT s + ηT f + , where N = τ 0 /T s denotes the symbol-level acquisition offset parameter, 0 ≤ η ≤ N f − 1 the frame-level acquisition offset parameter, and 0 ≤ < T f the fine-scale tracking offset, respectively. Defining τ l,0 := τ l − τ 0 , the received signal in (2) can be rewritten as
To mitigate the intersymbol interference effect, we select T f to be larger than the channel delay spread τ L−1,0 . The problem of timing acquisition we will focus on in the sequel can thus be formulated as that of estimating the framelevel offset parameter η, and only limited to the DA mode, the symbol-level offset parameter N as well. We will consider a dense multipath propagation environment with closely spaced channel paths, i.e., τ l+1 − τ l < 2T g , ∀l. In addition, the frame duration T f will always be set up to be larger than but close to the channel delay spread. In this way, a correlator-based receiver will always be able to collect some signal energy from the received waveform, regardless of the timing offset.
III. DA LOW-COMPLEXITY MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD (LC-ML) TIMING ACQUISITION
The purpose of this section is to develop a timing acquisition algorithm based on the ML principle, assuming that the data symbols are known. In order to formalize our ML estimation problem, let us reconstruct a noise-free version of the received signal using some values of the channel parameters to be estimated. The key idea relies on describing the UWB multipath propagation channel by means of a tapped delay line (TDL) model, in which there are L c equal-spaced taps with spacing T p seconds. The rationale inspiring such a choice is quite simple: to simplify as much as possible the channel model in order to reach a low-complexity estimation scheme in terms of both required sampling frequency and computational load. Using a notation of the typex to indicate a trial value of a variable x, we definex
as a possible realization of the signal component in (2) . In doing so, we do not attempt to reconstruct exactly the received signal at all. Indeed, neither the offsets and {τ l,0 } nor the attenuations {α l } are employed. Alternatively, we strive to capture the received signal energy projected onto L c fixed time locations, where the TDL channel model length L c is a design parameter to be defined depending on the actual multipath channel we have to deal with. In the sequel, we assume for the sake of simplicity that the symbol-level timing information is perfectly acquired, i.e., N = 0, even though the proposed estimation procedure can be easily extended to the general case ofÑ = 0. Since the sum
where T g (the duration of the monocycle) is considered as the minimum path resolution time. Selecting the maximum tap delay L c T p to be two frame periods 2T f has clearly the aim of making it possible to capture effectively the received energy from multipath components located at + τ l,0 ∈ [0, 2T f ). On the other hand, when the actual unknown maximum path delay is such that + τ L−1,0 ≤ T f , the choice of T p = 2T f /L c might raise ambiguity of up to one frame to the estimates of η. Nevertheless, this ambiguity will not affect the receiver error performance when the estimated channel is used in subsequent signal detection. Even so, a possible strategy to alleviate this frame-level timing offset estimation ambiguity is to select T f to be as close to the channel delay spread τ L−1,0 as possible, assuming that τ L−1,0 is known accurately to the receiver (possibly through channel sounding [13] ). This choice will not only improve the transmission rate but also reduce the chances that + τ L−1,0 ≤ T f for an unknown random offset
As to the selection of L c , it is worth pointing out that faster sampling associated with a larger L c incurs higher complexity, but on the other hand is expected to offer better estimation performance since it allows to resolve more signal echoes and hence improves multipath energy combining.
Some additional remarks are of interest. First, the proposed framework is reminiscent of the maximum ratio combining scheme illustrated in [12] . The distinction is that now we adopt a RAKE structure with fixed tap delays, thus avoiding the costly estimation of the path delays {τ l,0 } L c −1 l=0 . Instead, as evident in [12] , estimation of tap gains given the tap delays is less computationally demanding, and accordingly in the sequel will be properly exploited. Our frame-level timing acquisition scheme can thus be viewed as "complementary" to the fine channel estimator proposed in [12] , whereas these two schemes have distinct goals used for different subsequent receiver processing. Second, our approach reduces substantially the implementation complexity in that the proposed coarse timing estimator requires a much lower sampling rate. To be specific, selecting the maximum tap delay L c T p to be two frame periods 2T f , the required sampling rate results in
To make an example, let us assume T f = 100 ns and the monocycle width equal to T g = 1 ns. Then, for L c = 20, the sampling rate turns out to be around 0.1 samples per monocycle, i.e., much lower than the 8-12 samples per monocycle required by the fine channel estimator [12] . The third remark is about (4), which comprises and generalizes the two energy capture mechanisms discussed in [11] : when a single-finger RAKE correlator is employed, we getx(t) = γ 0 s(t −ηT f ), whereas an equal-gain combiner is deployed when TDL tap gains are fixed, i.e.,γ l = 1, ∀l. Such design methods together with a suitable choice of sampling rate via selecting the parameter L c can be regarded as different tradeoff options between the required performance and the affordable computational complexity.
Let us focus now on the DA version of the proposed coarse timing estimator. Observing the received signal in [0,
and considering η and γ
T as unknown deterministic quantities, the log-likelihood function of the pair (η, γ) takes the form [12] log [Λ(η,γ)] = 2
where E s is the energy of g s (t) given by E s :=
is the lth branch output of the RAKE correlator expressed as
To obtain the estimateη of the acquisition timing offset via maximizing (5), as a first step we solve for the auxiliary parameterγ while keepingη fixed. Hence, after substituting this result into (5) and looking for the maximum of the loglikelihood function, the acquisition problem amounts to an N fpoint grid search in the form of [12] η = arg max
Depending on the choice of the design parameter L c , the sampling rate required by the timing acquisition scheme (7) could range from the low frame rate
As outlined above, such design choices reflect the tradeoffs that can be attained between acquisition accuracy and computational complexity. Specifically, when L c is chosen to be a small integer, the sampling rate 1/T p is at the frame level. In this case, a small number of L c RAKE fingers at fixed time locations are used, and as a consequence, a moderate degree of energy capture can be achieved. On the other hand, when L c gets larger, we can capture more received signal energy, but the price to be paid is an increase in both the sampling rate and the computational load.
IV. NDA LC-ML TIMING ACQUISITION
In dealing with the NDA case, the information-bearing sym-
k=0 are considered as nuisance parameters. Consequently, in order to get rid of them, the marginal loglikelihood function for (η, γ) can be found as the average Λ(η,γ) = Λ(η,γ, α)p(α)dα (8) over the probability density p(α) of the data symbols, which are assumed (without any a priori information) i.i.d. random variables. For PPM transmissions, b k = 1, ∀k, the joint probability density function (pdf) of α is
where δ(·) is the Dirac delta function. Accordingly, substituting (9) into (8) and taking the average over α, we obtain the loglikelihood function
Following [12] , in order to simplify the algorithm, we invoke the low-signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) approximation
based on which (10) is rearranged as
This result interestingly shows that NDA timing acquisition for PPM transmissions is quite similar to the DA case, as shown in (5)
Moving on to the PAM transmission case with a k = 0, ∀k, the joint pdf of α is
and the marginal log-likelihood function for (η, γ) becomes
Now, taking into account that z k,l (η, 0, 1) = −z k,l (η, 0, −1), ∀k, l, and (14) can be replaced by its low-SNR approximation
To put (16) into a more useful form, let us define an M × L c matrix Z(η) whose (k, l)th entry is given by z k,l (η, 0, 1). It is easy to show that an alternative expression of (16) is the following quadratic function
Imposing in (17) the norm energy constraintγ Tγ = 1, it turns out that the optimum estimateη is given by the largest eigenvalue of Z T (η)Z(η). Therefore, discarding some immaterial factors, the procedure for NDA timing acquisition for PAM transmissions involves the N f point grid searcĥ
where eig(·) denotes the eigenvalue of the argument. Some remarks are useful about the practical implementation of (18). The objective function Z T (η)Z(η) is constructed only from the samples {z k,l (η, 0, 1)} that are obtained using (6) . Furthermore, in the case of a low sampling rate, performing eigendecomposition on the L c × L c matrix Z T (η)Z(η) is quite computationally simple since the value of L c is small.
Another UWB modulation scheme of recent interest is B-PPM, according to which the information symbols are mapped simultaneously onto both a k and b k . With the B-PPM modulation format, the likelihood function for η, γ, and α is
that depends on unknown information-bearing symbolsα :
k=0 as well. The latter can be averaged out over the probability density
to produce the marginal likelihood function Λ(η,γ). Hence, substituting (20) into (19), we obtain
Thus, exploiting the fact that the symbols are i.i.d., taking the integral overã k andb k yields 
the marginal log-likelihood function for B-PPM transmissions becomes
Equation (24) can be written as
where Z(η) andZ(η) are M × L c matrices whose (k, l)th entries are given by z k,l (η, 0, 1) and z k,l (η, 1, 1), respectively, obtained through (6) . Again, the NDA timing acquisition solution for B-PPM can be obtained through the N f -point grid searcĥ
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed timing acquisition schemes in both DA and NDA versions, taking L c (which is related to the required sampling rate) as the main tradeoff design parameter. After a brief description of the simulation setup, we concentrate our attention on the issue of algorithm accuracy, measured by the MSEE as a function of the SNR E b /N o . Then, we evaluate the BER performance of a UWB receiver equipped with the above timing acquisition methods, assuming ideal channel estimation recovery. The goal is to assess the impact of timing acquisition errors (when an optimal detector is available) and to average such an effect over several realizations of channel parameters. For both MSEE and BER performance metrics, evaluation by theoretical analysis is rather tedious, and so we resort to computer simulations.
A. Simulation Setup
In all the simulation tests, the monocycle g(t) in the transmitted signal (1) has been chosen as the second derivative of a Gaussian function with normalized unit energy and pulse width equal to T g = 1.0 ns. In addition, we select the frame and chip interval as T f = 100 ns and T c = 1.0 ns, respectively [2] . The user TH codes are randomly picked up in the interval
, where N f = 25 is the number of frames in each information symbol. A total of N u − 1 interfering users are considered, each having the same expression indicated in (1), except that their time origins are chosen randomly over (0, N f T f ) to reproduce an asynchronous access to the channel. Concerning the desired user, the framelevel acquisition offset parameter η and the tracking offset are uniformly distributed over [1, N f − 2] and [0, T f ), respectively. Here, a comment about the exclusion of the edge values η = 0 and η = N f − 1 is in order. The purpose is to handle fairly the ambiguity that inevitably arises whenever the acquisition offset to be estimated is near the symbol interval edges. In this case, indeed, we can incur an estimation error around ±N f that deteriorates significantly the MSEE and BER performance, even though the actual error could be only one frame. To be specific, an offset of η = 0 could lead to an estimate of −1 with one frame error, but the synchronizer would reportη = N f − 1 (to confine it within the range of [0, N f − 1]), thus resulting in an large error in computing the MSEE. Such an issue can be easily solved in the subsequent channel estimation step (that we will not consider in this paper) by extending the observation window (centered around the timing acquisition estimate) by two additional frames. Thus, our aim is to focus only on the performance of the acquisition algorithm, apart from that of the tracking procedure.
Within each burst of data symbols, the channel is assumed to be time invariant and generated randomly according to [14] . In this model, which is based on several indoor channel measurements, the multipath components arrive in clusters. The received ray amplitudes are independent Rayleigh distributed random variables having mean square values exponentially decaying with a cluster delay, as well as with a ray delay within a cluster, with decay factors Γ and γ, respectively. The clusters In the simulation results to follow, the parameters of the channel model are chosen as Γ = 30 ns, γ = 5 ns, 1/Λ = 2 ns, and 1/λ = 0.5 ns. Further, we assume that each signal contributing to the multiple access interference (MAI) experiences the same type of random multipath channel as the desired user.
B. MSEE Performance
In Figs. 1-6 , we depict the normalized MSEE ofη defined as
versus the bit-energy-to-noise ratio E b /N o using PAM, PPM, and B-PPM as modulation formats. Various system configurations are taken into account for which we choose as sampling rate 1/T p = L c /2T f , with L c = 2, 4, 10, 25, 50, whereas the observation interval is fixed to M = 6, 30, 100. For both DA and NDA timing acquisition, it is apparent that performance improves drastically by increasing the sampling rate, i.e., if L c gets higher, as shown in Fig. 1 , wherein we assume PAM as the modulation format and M = 30 as the data size. Also, it is seen that DA is superior to NDA for a given L c , as expected. In addition, all the curves exhibit a floor that depends strongly on L c . Indeed, for a given timing offset η, when the tracking offset is greater than a specific fraction of the frame duration T f (depending on the value of L c , say around 90-95% in the case of L c = 50), the offset estimateη turns out to be most likely η + 1, so that the estimation error η −η is unitary. Reducing L c , as for instance L c = 10, the above threshold gets lower, and consequently the MSEE floor level rises.
The sensitivity to the length of the observation interval M is illustrated in Fig. 2 , which is relevant to the case of PAM transmissions for DA and NDA acquisition, respectively. To be specific, we consider as data size the values M = 6, 30, 100 and L c = 10, 50. The results show that the larger the data size M is, the better is the acquisition accuracy, and that M = 30 can be considered as a reasonable tradeoff choice. Furthermore, it is interesting to note for both DA and NDA that even with a very low sampling rate represented by the value L c = 10, the error floor level exhibits a remarkably low value of standard deviation around 7% of the frame duration T f .
In Figs. 3 and 4 , we focus on the MSEE performance of the timing acquisition methods derived in the above sections for the modulation formats PAM, PPM, and B-PPM. An observation interval of M = 30 symbols is chosen and L c takes two different values, namely L c = 10 and L c = 50. The results indicate that for both DA and NDA estimation, B-PPM has the best estimation efficiency, while PPM reveals the worst, particularly for the case of L c = 10 corresponding to a (low) frame-level sampling rate.
To show how the proposed algorithms behave in the presence of MAI, we illustrate in Figs. 5 and 6 the MSEE performance of the DA and NDA algorithms, respectively, when there are N u − 1 asynchronous active users with equal power P i interfering with the desired user with power P u . The MSEE curves are depicted as a function of the near-far ratio (NFR), defined as P i /P u , for N u = 5 and N u = 20 total users and assuming for the desired user an SNR equal to E b /N o = 20 dB. Note that the case of NFR equal to 0 dB corresponds to ideal power control. The results shown in Fig. 5 indicate that DA estimation for both PAM and B-PPM transmissions is rather robust against strong interferes up to NFR equal to 10 dB when the number of total users is N u = 5, whereas for N u = 20 the above modulation formats suffer a negligible performance degradation up to NFR equal to 3 dB. On the other hand, as shown by Fig. 6 , with NDA estimation the MSEE performance degrades rapidly as NFR increases even with N u = 5. Additional results (not reported here for space limitation) gathered for a reduced sampling rate corresponding to L c = 25 indicate a slight degradation and a similar behavior of both DA and NDA estimation versus NFR.
C. BER Performance
The BER performance of a UWB receiver equipped with the above timing acquisition schemes is evaluated assuming full RAKE processing with ideal channel estimation recovery. The channel is considered to be time invariant within each burst of symbols but changes independently from burst to burst. In each simulation run, we consider the transmission of bursts composed of a preamble of M = 30 symbols followed by a payload of 300 information symbols. The timing offset is estimated over the preamble and is passed to the receiver's RAKE detector for use in the successive payload. For each burst, a realization of the UWB propagation channel is generated randomly according to the model described above.
In Fig. 7 , the results of DA and NDA timing acquisition are illustrated for PAM, PPM, and B-PPM transmissions with L c = 50. The curves corresponding to ideal timing acquisition provide a benchmark useful to quantify the performance loss due to timing acquisition errors. The results appear consistent with MSEE performance. Indeed, like the MSEE, we found (results not shown here) that BER performance improves by increasing L c . Also, it has to be noted in Fig. 7 that DA estimation for B-PPM transmissions yields the best performance with respect to ideal timing acquisition. Under the same operating conditions, the NDA schemes show a heavier performance loss. This is easily explained considering the fact that in the NDA mode a timing acquisition ambiguity may arise equal to the number of frames, i.e., N f , as typically happens for all algorithms that do not require any known symbols.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The accuracy of a timing offset estimator is mainly determined by its capability of capturing the signal energy spread over multipath, which conversely cannot be accomplished in an optimum manner in the absence of reliable synchronization and channel information. On the other hand, joint path-by-path synchronization and channel estimation incurs high sampling rate, which usually causes prohibitive complexity. As a result, an efficient timing acquisition method should be designed by making a suitable balance between its energy capture capability and the required sampling rate.
Adhering to the above concept, in this paper, a lowcomplexity timing acquisition scheme has been proposed in both data-aided (DA) and nondata-aided (NDA) versions. The ML approach adopted for the analytical derivation provides a framework that allows for easy tradeoffs between estimation accuracy and computational complexity via adjustment of some simple design parameters. Performance evaluation in terms of mean square estimation error (MSEE) and bit error rate (BER) metrics demonstrates that the proposed estimation methods are quite robust with respect to the choice of the sampling rate in the presence of both multipath channel and multiple access interference.
